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the model after validation fails I have the following
situation. I have a model, a User, and a Post model. When a
user creates a post, they are redirected to the index page
of the posts, created a before_create callback (using the

after_create callback method) that checks whether the user
is allowed to do what they are trying to do, and I redirect

them to a page where they sign up. Then, I have a form on
the index page that allows them to fill in their details to

create a post. The form is served by the 'create' action on
the posts controller. The problem is that in the form, I have
an accepts_nested_attributes_for on the user field in order

to have a form that includes it. However, in my after_create
callback on the user, I make sure that the user is allowed to
post the form, and if they aren't, I redirect them back to the
index of the posts. If they are, I also check to see whether

they are a valid user, and if so, I redirect them to the create
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action to post their message. This is all working properly,
but when the user posts the form, I'm noticing that in the

Before filters for the post model (created by user), the
after_create callback that checks that the user is valid (just
before_create callback) works normally - even though the

user isn't valid. Here's my code in the callback that I use to
redirect to the users profile: user.after_create

:after_profile_authentication In the before_create callback
for the post, I have this: if @post.user_id == user_id

redirect_to user_path end Is there any way I can ensure that
the model instance is reloaded after the validation, without

having to have the user model change the status of the
user? EDIT - The functions below are how I verified that the

model is updating.
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